What Affects My Shipping Costs?

What am I shipping?

- **$**
- **$$**
- **$$**

Product size matters! Shipping a chassis cable is going to cost a lot less than an ESU-2400.

- Weight

Your product’s shipping price will be determined by the dimensional weight or the actual weight, depending on which one is bigger.

- Dimensional Weight

Where am I shipping to?

- **International?**
  
  When shipping international, your package goes through two sets of customs; exporting from the USA and importing to your country. This causes shipping prices to increase for international orders.

  - **$$**

- **Commercial?**
  
  When shipping to a commercial address, it typically costs less due to densely populated areas that businesses are located in.

  - **$**

- **Domestic?**
  
  Domestic orders require a lot less paperwork, and usually arrive much fast and at a much lower cost.

  - **$**

- **Residential?**
  
  Residential addresses usually increase the cost of shipping due to the scattered neighborhoods.

  - **$$**

How quickly does it need to arrive?

Depending on how quickly you need your package, your price can increase. The more quickly you need something to arrive, the more costly your shipping will be. There are many different shipping methods, such as three-day air, overnight shipping and standard ground shipping (for domestic shipping). Standard ground shipping costs less due to the fact that it only travels by ground transportation, however it does take longer to arrive.

There are many factors that can affect your shipping costs. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us at 1(314)638-3800 or by email at sales@bcgroupintl.com.